Portland Timbers/Portland Thorns
Lesson Plan Form
Coach:

Session date:

Theme:

Team/Age:

U10s

Session 8: 1v1

Stage

Organization (Diagram+Rules)

-Review of moves
-Creativity
-Ball control

Activity 1

CONE DRIBBLE (10-15min)
Put cones randomly in the
grid. Kids dribble around
and have them execute a
move as they get close to a
cone.

Click to insert session diagram

Click to insert session diagram

Activity 3

4 CORNERS TO ENDZONE:
(15-20min)
20x25 grid with end zones
players of the same team
are placed by the corner
cones of the End Zone they
are defending. Game starts
when coach serves ball into
the field. 1st player at each
cone comes out and teams
try and get ball into other
endzone.

Progression
-Attacker must dribble through
goal
-Attacker can play ball back to next
teammate who can't dribble but
can play ball in a give and go
fashion

-Decision making: When to pass
when to dribble
-Player without ball's roll
-Technique

Click to insert session diagram

Progression:
-2v1 if 2v2 is difficult
-Defenders need to walk
-Defenders get in crab position
-Time limit (give them 10 seconds)

- Have fun
- Point out any of the above
objectives to kids as they are
playing

Final Game

7v7 with goalkeeper.
(20-25min)

Click to insert session diagram
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Print Form

Key Coaching Points
-Scissors, cutbacks, change speed,
feint
-Use all parts of the foot
-"Sell" the move by using head,
shoulders and body.

Progression:
-When you say "down" kids need to
sit down and get back up quickly
Discovery Question:
then execute a move (say "jump"
-What is the hardest move for you
and do the same)
to do? Easiest?
-Specify type of move or type of
dribble.
-Tell them to do something creative
when going to each cone (anything
is acceptable--this is how new
moves and creativity is developed)
-Use of various moves
-Keeping ball close
-Decision making

Activity 2

1v1 TO LATERIAL GOALS
(10-15min)
Grid with two goals on
sides. Players at their endline and one side has balls.
Player passes to opposite
side player who has to run
through gate to get ball.
Players then play 1v1 and
they can attack either goal.
Switch lines after ball goes
out of grid

Objectives

Email Form

-Keep attacking
-Change of speed and "selling" of
move
-Changing direction and attacking
other goal
Discovery Question:
-What move worked well?
-How did you decide what goal to
go toward?

-Use outside of foot when
dribbling for speed
-Be creative, take chances
-Keep wide
-Head up, ball close
Discovery Question:
-When you didn't have the ball
how did you help the person with
the ball?
-

- Limit comments to one or two of
the above coaching points
COACHING REMINDER:
Are you reacting appropriately to
bad calls during the game? What
are your expectation of the kids
when there is a bad call? Most of
the refs are youths or teens and are
still on a learning curve. They need
to be supported and encouraged
even if they made a mistake or
blew a call.
HOMEWORK: Cutbacks and scissors
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